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SMALL GROUP MENTORSHIP
 LEARNING FROM CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL CULTURE & NIGHTLIFE

TOOLKIT

FEATURING

Pablo De Ritis // President // Faena Rose 
Scott "DJ Skee" Keeney // Founder & CEO // DXSH 

Courtney Balzer // CMO // Boisson Ahmed 
Ismail // Founder // HXOUSE



Mentors

DJ Skee is known for identifying the next trends. As a DJ, Skee is 
known for introducing the world to Kendrick Lamar, Lady Gaga, 
Post Malone, and more. As Founder/CEO of DXSH, and Chief 
Metaverse Officer at TSX Entertainment, Skee is a thought leader 
in Web 3, co-authoring THE METAVERSE HANDBOOK. Skee has 
been honored with accolades including Billboard and Forbes "30 
Under 30,” as well a mayoral proclamation in his hometown 
of St. Paul Minnesota, declaring May 26th "DJ Skee Day.".

Scott "DJ Skee" Keeney // Founder & CEO

Courtney's passion is rooted in connections, specifically 
connecting consumers with brands via the 

unconventional. She's thrived in the fast-paced 
environments of both experiential and digital marketing, 

molding her to become a highly versatile and dynamic 
leader in the marketing world. For more than a decade, 

she's honed her skills on both the agency and client 
sides, creating groundbreaking activations for brands 

across the U.S., including Heineken, Harley Davidson, 
Campari, Meta, American Express, Moët Hennessy, 

Food Network, Constellation Brands, Klarna, and Airbnb.

Courtney Balzer // CMO 

Pablo is based in Miami and serves several roles. He 
established a new, exclusive art and culture-based 

private members club that launched January  2016 as 
part of the new Faena District Miami Beach. Founded 

on the  principles of community, cultural enrichment, 
arts patronage, and access, Faena Rose brings 

together a dynamic community of like-minded 
individuals, who collectively share a passion for all 

things art and culture and truly see both as a means 
to a more enriched life.

Pablo De Ritis // President

Ahmed is a global innovator and industry trend spotter. Ahmed started 
IP after exiting a rewarding career in US federal politics. His creative 
negotiation skills in sports & entertainment thinks big picture. Ahmed, 
alongside The Weeknd & Lamar Taylor Co-Founded Hxouse a leading 
Creative/Tech incubator & accelerator. Last fall, with the Prime Minis-
ter of Canada Justin Trudeau, launched the first of its kind $300 Mil-
lion impact Fund for Black Entrepreneurs.

Ahmed Ismail // Founder



Key Learnings
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DJ Skee

Courtney

Hidden Brain (NPR) - As marketers it's so 
important to understand human behavior 
and motivation. Plus it's just a fascinating 

podcast. 

Unthinkable: A Podcast About Creativity at 
Work (Jay Acunzo) - A podcast featuring 
powerful stories from makers, marketers 
and leaders who break from conventional 

thinking. 

Recommended Readings + More!

*Click to access

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09YGST1GX/ref=kinw_myk_ro_title
https://www.amazon.com/Trust-Me-Lying-Confessions-Manipulator/dp/1591846285
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00DQ845EA/ref=kinw_myk_ro_title
https://www.amazon.com/Art-Client-Service-Advertising-Professional/dp/1427796718
https://www.amazon.com/Age-Influence-Power-Influencers-Elevate/dp/1400216362
https://www.amazon.com/Lemon-advertising-brain-turned-sour/dp/0852941471
https://www.npr.org/series/423302056/hidden-brain
https://jayacunzo.com/unthinkable-podcast



